VOTING RULES
(valid and binding since August 1, 2019)
Definitions:
CoinDeal
Coindeal Limited - company registered in Malta, under the number C 88465. Company address: Villa
Malitah, Mediterranean street, The Village, St. Julians STJ 1870.
EXCHANGE
cryptocurrency exchange market operating under the address www.coindeal.com (including all its
subpages);
COIN
transferable financial individual right, which is neither legal mean of payment, electronic money nor
financial instrument. It is declared to participate in the vote in order to be admitted to trading on the
Exchange;
USER
entity registered the Exchange, with active account and verified identity;
DURATION
period of time set by the CoinDeal on the website https://coindeal.com/vote after which the voting is
concluded and the winner is chosen.
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§ 1 General provisions
These rules regulate conditions under which users may put their votes on Coins they would like to
see available to be traded on the Exchange, and conditions for Coins to participate in the voting and
to be admitted to be traded on the Exchange as a winner of the vote.
Among all Coins accepted to participate in the voting, the one that collects the greatest amount of
votes within the Duration time, shall be admitted to be traded on the Exchange, on the terms and
conditions and in pairs determined by Coindeal (or in accordance with a separate Agreement
concluded with issuers of the Coin). Terms and conditions and pairs as described above may change
at Coindeal’s sole discretion (unless concluded Agreements state otherwise).
Coindeal reserves the right to introduce new Coins to the Exchange based on his Agreements
concluded directly with issuers of the Coin or just based on its sole discretion, regardless of the
voting procedure.
§ 2 Rules of voting
Every User during the Duration time can cast up to five votes a day, but can place only one vote for
one Coin.
Every vote is equal.
The Duration shall be determined by the Coindeal each time individually. Due to unforeseen
circumstances the Duration can be prolonged or shortened.
If two or more Coins collect the same amount of votes in the voting, Coin that collected greater
amount of votes in previous all previous votings shall be considered a winner.
CoinDeal may deem any votes null and void if he has reasonable suspicion that they were acquired in
non-fair play manner, for example: the votes were paid for by third party or the voting for particular
Coin was otherwise incentivised with profits for the Users, or the votes were casted as a result of
misinformation etc.
§ 3 Requirements for the Coin
Every Coin admitted to be traded on the Exchange shall be thoroughly examined by Coindeal in
accordance with its internal procedures, determining amongst others the nature of the Coin (i.e. if it
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is not a security,), its credibility (if it may be considered as a scam), its technical properties (security
features, how its source code works, does it have any vulnerabilities making him prone to scam, etc.)
Coindeal’s Cryptocurrency Due Diligence Policy in an internal and confidential document that may be
made available to the third parties only based on separate agreements. This confidentiality is due to
safety reasons – so no one based on his knowledge of our policy would try to bypass it cheat it.
For proper examination of the Coin Coindeal will acquire or require from issuers of the Coin:
a. its whitepaper
b. open code - link to the data repository
c. link indicating the full amount of coins in real time
d. information about shares of the coins (how many creators and developers hold and how many
were designated for other entities or for other purposes).
e. links to social media profiles, website
f.
value of the Coin for the day of registration (cannot be lower than 0,00000005 BTC for 1
Coin/Token)
g. personal data of the creators of the Coin.
CoinDeal may require form the issuer of the Coin (or acquire on its own) any additional information
or documentation necessary to determine if acceptance of the Coin on the Exchange will be in
accordance with binding provisions of law and won’t harm its users. Especially CoinDeal may require
legal opinions confirming that Coin is not a security, Financial Instrument Test, or security audit
performed by third party.
If CoinDeal won’t acquire information or documentation it deems necessary for the examination
described above within 4 weeks from the end of the Duration, the Coin will not be admitted.
Coindeal reserves the right to deny admission of the Coin to the Exchange, or revoke admission
previously granted, at any time, should examination of the Coin based on Cryptocurrency Due
Diligence Policy result in suspicion that admission of the Coin may be in breach of binding provisions
of law or Coindeal has reasonable reasons to suspect that accepting the Coin will result in detriment
of the Exchange or the CoinDeal or its users.
Coins not issued yet to the public, in the phase of Initial Coin Offering, Exchange Coin Offering,
before Token Generation Event, etc. shall not be admitted to the Exchange, neither by voting nor by
any other means.
Coin which won the vote will be admitted immediately after the examination described in this
paragraph is completed.
If winning Coin will be deemed unfit to be admitted, Coindeal at his sole discretion can decide its
place will be taken by the Coin that came second in the voting.
No Coins that can be considered to be securities (in accordance with law of Malta, European Union,
or United States of America) shall be accepted.
CoinDeal may revoke admission of the Coin to the Exchange in case of lasting low turnover of the
transactions regarding such Coin.
§ 4 Final provisions
The organizer reserves the right to stop the voting poll due to unforeseen reasons, or as a result of
revealing abnormality or using unfair practices in order to obtain votes.
The organizer reserves the right to exclude Coin from voting during the Duration if, it will not meet
any of the requirements described in § 3 of the Regulations.
The organizer reserves the right to change the voting regulations after informing Users about this
through the website https://coindeal.com/vote with an indication of when the new regulations will
apply.
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In the event of any doubts as to the course of voting or the selection of the winner, the last instance
arbitrating disputes is the Commission consisting of two majority shareholders of CoinDeal, whose
opinion and decision are definitive and cannot be appealed.

